KOMPASS OVERVIEW

Protection Model of Intervention in the Ukrainian Crisis
6 Months Report (March - August 2022)

The Kompass Model is following the journey of those displaced by the war in Ukraine. We raise
awareness about safety measures, develop individual safety plans with those at risk and we oﬀer
assistance for those in need. This report is based on the ﬁrst 1000 individual safety plans
conducted by eLiberare and partners between May and August 2022 in Bucharest, Suceava, Dolj,
Brașov, Tulcea, Galați, Neamț, Timiș and Dâmbovița
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The TOP FIVE oblasts of origin were
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Odessa

Mykolaiv

Kyiv

5%

4%

Chernivitsi Kharkiv

Sex and age disaggregation of respondents:
27 - 35 y.o.

36 - 42 y.o.

43 - 55 y.o.

18 - 26 y.o.

56 - 65 y.o.

25%

24%

18%

11%

10%

Travelling details - companionship:

66% are
travelling with at
least one child

32% are
travelling with
two children

12% are
travelling with
three children

22% are
travelling with
the partner

9% are
travelling in a
group or alone

9% are travelling
with at least one
elderly person
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INTENTION TO
REMAIN IN ROMANIA
A total of 859 individuals indicated that they
would stay in Romania (89%), whilst 7% said they
would not remain in Romania, and a further 4%
did not know their ﬁnal country of destination.

89% 7%
YES

4%

NO

MAYBE

Table 1 shows the intended destination for
those interviewed in Romania.

ACCOMODATION

Tab. 1 Intended destination in Romania
by location of interview

private apartment paid by
an organization / citizen
private apartment with
personal rent contract

8%

public
private

39%

25%

26%

37%

11%

3%

1%

17%

Bucharest

Brașov

Suceava

Craiova

Does not know

The individual safety plans are done mainly
with refugees housed in public centers like
schools, gyms or churches. Our social workers
have noticed that in these centers we ﬁnd
people with more compound vulnerabilities, a
large community of Roma people, people with
disabilities, senior citizens, etc.

The high percentage of people saying they want to stay in
Romania is directly related to the fact that they have
more compound vulnerabilities, no other connections in
Western countries, etc.

Another risk factor is the fact that 80% of the
people interviewed have at least one elderly in
care.

According to our risk assessment, the majority
of people that we assisted have a low to
medium level of risk. The most frequent risks
identiﬁed were among people with no savings,
a low level of English, the lack of connections in
the country they’re in, the lack of job
opportunities due to lack of support for child
care.

However, we have also identiﬁed people with
higher risks of vulnerability and, therefore, a
higher risk of traﬃcking. Among them we have
identiﬁed women victims of sexual abuse
during the war, people accepting jobs without a
contract, people being oﬀered accommodation
by convicted traﬃckers.
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23% WANT TO

GET A JOB
Last school attended:

7%

secondary
school

20%

high school
& college

22%

master’s
degree

26%

bachelor’s
degree

INTENTION TO
TRAVEL ONWARDS
The proportion of respondents intending to
travel onwards is 7%, while 90% indicated
Romania as their ﬁnal destination.

Countries of destination included: Canada
(2%), England (2%) and Germany (1%).

2%
2%

1%
90%

For those who chose to leave Romania to other
countries, we support them through a check-in
schedule (tracing pathway) to their ﬁnal
destination, which can be found in the
individual safety plan and for which they give
their consent. So far, we have not experienced
a situation which required the authorities'
intervention.

The vast majority followed the schedule and
checked in with our team members. Despite
the fact that 94% of the people who have
received a safety plan have given us permission
to alert authorities in case they get lost along
the journey, there has been no situation that
needed to access this option.

20%

60%

80%

are still being assisted for safe
jobs, safe accommodations, etc.

are in safe situations (10% safely
reached their ﬁnal destination,
90% are safely settled in Romania).

still keep in touch with our
implementation teams.
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People need a compass to navigate the
bureaucracy in order to access help in Romania,
as well as the essential things needed in order to
travel safely across Europe. The info sessions
designed by eLiberare respond to this need

1,647 individuals reached
with awareness sessions
through info sessions

BUILDING CAPACITY
This is an important component when tackling
the crisis we are facing. Intervention needs to
happen also at community level, and we
support that by equipping individuals.

Craiova

As a result, 360 people who have been
trained are now more prepared to
screen risks, recognize indicators of
exploitation, and most importantly,
know where and how to notify if they
have reasonable suspicions.

Galați

Tulcea

22
local partnerships with non-proﬁt
organizations, churches, schools,
public authorities.

630

80%

individuals provided with dignity
kits and cash vouchers.

still keep in touch with our
implementation teams.

The model has been implemented by eLiberare
with the support of several national and
international organizations.
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